Eve & the Maker . . . Historical afterthoughts…by prof. Paul Cutter

Eve's story biblically reversed has great emotional power: an innocent, lonesome maiden
deposited on a forlorn planet for someone's pleasure – the Maker's! She was occasionally
violated (be it, machine or man), but if the creation was in His image as the Bible claims,
then it must have been a He, a Man (machine's are not in the baby business). But if he
was not her committed mate—just an occasional visitor with awesome engineering
responsibilities and unimaginable power being engaged in planetary biospheric and
biogenic work to turn this solar system's third body from the Sun into a living, breathing
and attractive world, the pale-blue planet – Earth, we all call home—then we have a
different story to postulate…
Fig. 1. Biblia pauperum, Tempting of Christ (detail).

Michelangelo's Creation of Eve, a fresco on the ceiling of the
Sistine Chapel, shows God creating Eve from the side of Adam,
the rib removal story. This is absurd, a mythical misnomer as
confirmed by the Bible. Even Eve's name is derived from the
words chavah, meaning "to breathe" and chayah, meaning "to
live", as a symbol of the embryonic natural process giving birth
to a new life on the new life-generating sphere out here in the
Sagittarius arm some 30 light years from the center of the Milky
Way, an evidently forgotten corner of the vast Cosmos, i.e. not
a major highway which is perhaps used by other space-faring
civilizations.
Creating Adam was not an act of male chauvinism by the
Maker to regenerate himself—rather to fulfill the lonesome
maiden's wish who enjoyed the conjugal pleasures with the
Maker (or God) and the companionship itself, but he was often absent, too busy with his
awesome chores in landscaping new planets in this part of the Cosmos.
On the other hand, Eve wanted a permanent lover and responsible partner in life!
Moreover, indications are that the Superman engineer may very well have been creating a
society of women so expressed in many a myth about Amazon women (who sheered-off
one breast to facilitate better bow & arrow techniques), and operated successful maternal
and celibate societies; but there was a problem perhaps with hermaphroditism (inner sex or
unisex), the apparatus defective, hence inability to produce a regenerative system of
female babies, or babies of either sex. Eve was perceptive and must have realized that it
could come only from the opposite sex, a male, a man not another woman. Perhaps
immortal gods obviously enjoyed sex provided by women but were not equipped to
inseminate a female.
Obviously, this enigmatic biogenic engineer did not have a problem in creating a woman
for his own pleasure, but to provide the female with a reproductive capability of her own
she would have to have an earthly, mortal partner, therefore He provided Eve with such a
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mate by creating "man in his own image," but with pedestrian, mortal capabilities,
therefrom the infusion of reproduction in the Hominid race of man.
On the other hand, to think of a race of women with their own reproductive process by a
single species, if he did design it for the woman alone, then there would have evolved
two-three approaches: (1) for him to be the only mate; (2) the scheme didn't work, the
germinating, incubating and reproductive design was faulty; or (3) he might have been
impotent, despite his agelessness. Perhaps the immortal cosmic god was overworked in
his warp speed travels across the vast depths of space.
An old story of the rib is told by Rabbi Joshua:
"God deliberated from what member He would create woman, and He reasoned with Himself thus: I must
not create her from Adam's head, for she would be a proud person, and hold her head high. If I create her
from the eye, then she will wish to pry into all things; if from the ear, she will wish to hear all things; if
from the mouth, she will talk much; if from the heart, she will envy people; if from the hand, she will desire
to take all things; if from the feet, she will be a gadabout. Therefore I will create her from the member
which is hid, that is the rib, which is not even seen when man is naked." (Book of Joshua, Old Testament).

Biblical gibberish… If anything, this is an irreproachable proof of male chauvinism and
ex-post-facto additions to the already apocryphized story of mythical creation, placing the
woman in unequal position and servitude in life instead of equal treatment, which persists
to this day. Just note the contemporary disparity in salaries between professional men and
women worldwide, including the labor market, where women labor beyond their physical
stamina alongside robust men, often subordinate to the male. Honest to god, I have
watched a whole company of women on Moscow's Red Square physically setting up the
heavy wooden bleachers for the Mayday or October Revolution Day festivities, with
robust men standing by and directing the crew of portly ladies, dressed in white, blue or
denim dungarees…
Eve is not a saint's name, but the traditional name's day of Adam and Eve, the first man

and woman, has been celebrated on December 24th since the Middle Ages in many European
countries, e.g. Germany, the Netherlands, Hungary, Scandinavia, Estonia…

Eve is the first woman mentioned in the Bible. She remained nameless during her relationship

with the Maker. It was Adam who gave her the name Eve… Eve lived with Adam in the
Garden of Eden (probably a high-tech villa behind high fences a la those in Monte Carlo,
snapped up or built by the Russian nouvearuche robber barons), during which time Adam
was described as having walked with God. Evidently, God or the Maker never walked
with his earthly maiden. Eventually, however, they had a fallout, probably over the
maiden, conjugal rights with Eve. The conflict resulted in the pair being removed from
the garden because she refused to mate with two men at the same time and chose Adam
as her one and only partner in life… [We males often forget how women are usually loyal
to just one man, dictated by pre-genital coding in the psyche of the female.]
The biblical story about the snake encouraging Eve to get Adam to take a bite of the forbidden

fruit (the apple) from the Tree of the Knowledge of Good and Evil tempting Adam to eat
of the Forbidden Fruit was made up later by biblical fathers…
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Fig. 2. By Mexican
sculptor Pal
Kepenyes, bronze,
80 x 180 cm…
Herewith Eve is
displayed in a
much more cosmic
role, than facing
the wrath of god or
her lover, the
Maker, the
planetary resurfing engineer
introducing
biological life
inside a throbbing
biosphere, now
including
humans…
Suddenly, Eve
was engaged more
with the earthly
duties assigned to
the accented
vertical cleavage,
in receiving the
predestined act of
penetration and
regeneration of
man inside the
indented and
intended cavity of
incubation, hosting
the male member
in the corrugated
channel of perhaps
the most exotic act
in all of the Universe, receiving
the coded seed in
the bio-cavity of
the pelvic girdle
(uterus)—hence,
the birth of
children and
regeneration of
man under the
planetary sun; the
snake perhaps
more a symbol of
feminine proclivity
and ability to reach for the energy of our star (as depicted by the artist), the life source of biological life on this planet Earth, hence
ability and ingenuity to survive the elements, than to be punished with expulsion to toil outside of Paradise. De facto Eve is the mother
of us all and the first-born of God, the Maker, or the Astronaut, who arrived in this selected solar system not to make love (a personal
whim or weakness even by the immortals) but to populate this part of the Universe with the prolific Humanoid race of Man! Which is
to say, that even the immortal gods in the Cosmic Hierarchy are gregarious, weak and meek when it comes to human relations, 'cause
of their acquired earthly norms and values as they supervised out the progress of germination and success of the implanted race of
man.

Or on the other hand, indeed, the Maker was so upset with Eve's adultery and or Adam's
ability to become a traitor and brazenly steel his maker's and biblically proclaimed
friend's girlfriend, he himself might have prompted the story from the very beginning
planting it in the memory of the local population which had developed in Paradise that it
lived on. It seems, in fact, that Eve was the culprit, she was the traitor and adulteress
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that's were the snake comes from, herewith exquisitely illustrated by the Mexican
sculptor Pal Kepenyes (above) signifying the penetration of wickedness with a strike into
the heart of the sun, which the maker used to bring the Promethean light and heat to the
earthly occupant, thereafter abandoning our Helios forever it seems.
However, classically Eve was created in the Garden of Eden to be the wife of Adam, as
he was lonely. As a result God decides that: "It is not good that the man should be alone;
I will make him a helper fit for him." and in Genesis 2:21–22 it states:
"And God caused a deep sleep to fall upon Adam, and he slept: and he took one of his ribs, and
closed up the flesh instead thereof... And the rib, which God had taken from man, made he a
woman, and brought her unto the man"

After her creation, Adam names his companion Woman, "because she was taken out of Man."
"Therefore a man leaves his father and his mother and cleaves to his wife, and they become one
flesh." A Jewish book called The Alphabet of Ben Sira entered Europe from the East in the 6th
century A.D. In it, the delighted rabbis read that Lilith, not Eve, was Adam's first wife, created at
the same time and from the same dust. Claiming to be thus created equal, she refused to sleep or
serve "under him." When Adam tried to force her into the "inferior" position, she flew away from
Eden into the air, where she copulated with demons, conceiving hundreds more each day. God
sent three angels after her, who threatened to kill her brood if she refused to return to Adam. But
she did refuse. So God made Eve from Adam's rib to be his "second wife." Jewish gibberish, but
worth noticing for comparison what male chauvinism can do to our mothers and sisters…, eh!

Eve is also mentioned in the Book of Tobias (viii, 8; Sept., viii, 6) where it is simply
affirmed that she was given to Adam for a helper. Impossible, admittedly in those very
texts life was first given to Eve, perhaps made from the same dust that forged Adam.
Cleaving also has another more applicable semantic connotation, at least in the English
language: it was Eve's cleavage that provided both the attraction (pleasure) and nucleus
of regeneration (the female womb); a clever gimmick by the master engineer to say the
least, designing the cleavage (plus the corrugated friction sleeve), while the incubator was
probably added by the progeny, whether the Maker ever realized it or not, which would
become the nuclear biogenic orifice and instrument of Hominid biological creation-hence, regeneration--the feminine womb as the center of all creation: for without the
Hominid to mark and perceive the awesomeness of the limitless Universe there would be
no Man and hence no Universe; it's the man's perception of reality and actual physical
vision thereof to view the awesome panorama and therefrom the biogenic existence and
consecutive replacement with babies servicing the renewal and propagation of the breed,
which can realize and mark the stages of Cosmic activity, presto: the birth of time! And,
it's only realized through the marriage between the two functions, i.e. sexual duality
solves both actions: (a) pleasure (attraction) and (b) procreation (babies), which seems to
be the overriding essence, procreation and propagation of the same, whatever the final
purpose, unless it's what I have often spoken of - creating a space-faring civilization to
populate the empty Cosmos.
Why? Who knows?? We haven't gotten there yet, but when we do, I'll tell you, for I plan to be
around for awhile, whether my young wife agrees or not! tsk? tsk!
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Anatomically, men and women have the same number of ribs - 24. When this fact was
noted by the Flemish anatomist Vesalius in 1524 it touched off a wave of controversy, as
it seemed to contradict Genesis 2:21. In other words, if the Maker removed one rib and
sowed up the rib cage, then man should have one rib less than women… Which may very
well be true: I mean, if Lord left only 23 ribs intact, because the Bible fails to explain
where the next males got their 24th rib from--from nothing; genetically speaking, a man
with 23 ribs should beget at least a male—if not a woman--child with 23 ribs, right?!
Amazingly, the Greek philosopher Aristotle counted the teeth of men and women, and
found that males had 32 teeth, the women 24, honest to god truth (look it up in the
philosopher's collected works). Of course, the Greek genius, in his own right, forgot to
ask his wife how many teeth she had pulled during her lifetime, before Husband Dear
opened her mouth and scientifically counted the pearls; probably, when she was dead
asleep, after 'satisfying' the great academic of the ancient world, tsk? tsk!

Genesis
The Creation of Man and Woman!
1 thus the heavens and the earth were completed and all their hosts.
2 By the seventh day God completed His work which He had done, and He rested on the seventh day from all His work
which He had done.
3 Then God blessed the seventh day and sanctified it, because in it He rested from all His work which God had created
and made.
4 This is the account of the heavens and the earth when they were created, in the day that the LORD God made earth
and heaven.
5 Now no shrub of the field was yet in the earth, and no plant of the field had yet sprouted, for the LORD God had not sent
rain upon the earth, and there was no man to cultivate the ground.
6 But a mist used to rise from the earth and water the whole surface of the ground.
7 Then the LORD God formed man of dust from the ground, and breathed into his nostrils the breath of life; and man
became a living being.
8 The LORD God planted a garden toward the east, in Eden; and there He placed the man whom He had formed. 9 Out
of the ground the LORD God caused to grow every tree that is pleasing to the sight and good for food; the tree of life also
in the midst of the garden, and the tree of the knowledge of good and evil.
10 Now a river flowed out of Eden to water the garden; and from there it divided and became four rivers.
11 The name of the first is Pishon; it flows around the whole land of Havilah, where there is gold.
12 The gold of that land is good; the bdellium and the onyx stone are there.
13 The name of the second river is Gihon; it flows around the whole land of Cush.
14 The name of the third river is Tigris; it flows east of Assyria. And the fourth river is the Euphrates.
15 Then the LORD God took the man and put him into the Garden of Eden to cultivate it and keep it.
16 The LORD God commanded the man, saying, “From any tree of the garden you may eat freely;
17 but from the tree of knowledge of good and evil you shall not eat, for in the day that you eat from it you will surely die.”
18 Then the LORD God said, “It is not good for the man to be alone; I will make him a helper suitable for him.” 19 Out of
the ground the LORD God formed every beast of the field and every bird of the sky, and brought them to the man to see
what he would call them; and whatever the man called a living creature, that was its name.
20 The man gave names to all the cattle, and to the birds of the sky, and to every beast of the field, but for Adam there
was not found a helper suitable for him.
21 So the LORD God caused a deep sleep to fall upon the man, and he slept; then He took one of his ribs and closed up
the flesh at that place.
22 The LORD God fashioned into a woman the rib which He had taken from the man, and brought her to the man.
23 The man said, “This is now bone of my bones, and flesh of my flesh; she shall be called Woman, because she was
taken out of Man.”
24 For this reason a man shall leave his father and his mother, and be joined to his wife; and they shall become one flesh.
25 And the man and his wife were both naked and were not ashamed. [Credit: The New American Standard Bible.]
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Fig. 3. Salvador Dali, Adam and Eve, 196884; bronze sculpture, h. 52 cm; patina:
green/black; IAR Art Resources, CH.

There's an underlying purpose to
our existence, which may very well
be reproduction, hence the
behavioral limitations imposed on
our conduct and thirst for pleasure,
traits which we may have developed along the trek to reward the
psyche with release valves; maybe
even including Eve, who is the
center of life itself in all its aspects,
whom Adam might have de facto
stolen from the Maker, who instead
had made the woman for his own
pleasure, hence which came first –
the chicken or the egg, Adam or
Eve?…

Fig. 4. Dali, Woman of Time, 1973-84; bronze sculpture, h. 65.5
cm; patina: green; IAR Art Resources, CH. The perfect rose is
Eve's peace offering to the Maker; over the arm a watch is
draped stretching the theorem of time: signaling that she's in
control of man's destiny, hence of time not her Maker! Even the
proverbial serpent is in favor of the union curling her body into
the icon of love, which is perhaps equally eternal with time.

Eve, of course, the mother of us all—the
biblical story reversed. It was She who talked
the Maker into letting her have a permanent
mate (Adam), whose persistent mating habits
wooed the lady away from the busy Maker…
And, therefrom the Hominids removal from
Paradise, and punishment to struggle and toil
to this very day… Of course, metaphorically
speaking! On the other hand, our entire
existence may very well be metaphysical,
illusory…
In addition, we can suspect that since the Maker is
timeless, who always was and will be, then Dali is
right—Eve must have invented time to control her
mate and stretched it (right) to have plenty of time
to raise lots of babies, tsk? tsk!
Likewise, be he layman, an artist, or just simple
plebian man seems to be perennially preoccupied
with his mate and her feminine attributes, the
enamorment of her own making—with babies in her
nest she needs a breadwinner…
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Fig. 5. Peter Paul Rubens, Adam and Eve, 1597. Eve's name surprisingly occurs only five times in the Bible, while this
painting above is one of the most famous depictions of Eve in Western art being admired by Adam, who stole the good
lady from our Maker.
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The forbidden fruit – the apple – is a lot of malarkey, male chauvinism; no relationship to
any reality. The Maker threw out the couple because he lost in the love affair, confirmed
by the proverbial snake, notice the Dali sculpture of the icon above (fig. 5): the ol'
Catalonian surrealist was much more prophetic than he ever realized!
Of course, the story of Adam & Eve is mythological, our very own origin perhaps more
metaphysical than we can possibly imagine… Yet biblical texts sometimes do tell it as it
is, even though origin of diverse people is told differently, while the theme of the
embryonic start of biological man is surprisingly similar – Adam & Eve scenarios
abounding, the original pair of humans, in various cultures and diverse anthropological
and cultural experiences. There's no doubt in my mind there's something to that story…
Personally, I have found it very engaging in how male chauvinism crept in very early on
in the game of civilization, degrading the role of a woman, making her subservient,
perhaps because of male superior strength, and eventually a reach for a "pure", celibate
god, because women are "unclean," i.e. with the monthly cycle, for example, they cannot
enter behind the alter in Christian churches, and so on and on… In fact, all of it pure
bunk…male supremacy overreach, not doubt "without a cause," but for ingrained male
upmanship!
Fig. 6. William Blake: The Temptation and Fall of Eve
by William Blake - illustration to Milton's 'Paradise
Lost' (1808, pen and watercolor on paper).

However, sufficient ancient surviving texts indicate the supremacy and
nuclear role of the female, around
which the family is built, serviced,
and survivability prone, by far much
more qualitatively—if at all capable
of progressive social life without the
female central role, around which
everything generates, from inception
to interment, where women override
every feature of vertical human
existence.

It is just that Eve got a raw deal ex-post-facto from the Judaic and Christian church
fathers, the writers, in order to create celibacy for Our Lord, Jesus Christ, went into great
pains to turn a mother of eleven children into a "virgin" (and there's a plausible reason for
it), which included a great deal of liberty in interpreting their heritage and fund of
knowledge built-in and rewriting it with the rise of literacy to fit the times of the new
psychosomatic make-up of civilization.
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Celibate was the Maker, conse-quently he may very well have imputed into the genetic
code the values of celibacy, pure gods who made no children but surely made love to
single women for pleasure. This has been a perennial problem, mortal men on this planet
of men and women who are forced with the forbidden fruit syndrome: women all around
and they cannot touch them, monks and priests galore, including our Catholic Church in
America, with pedophilia and "married priests" problems, clearly against the Church's
canons, faced this very day I write these lines with only the second Vatican prelate in
history to visit the United States, Pope Benedict XVIth, cavorting with President Bush Jr.
prancing around the mortal German origin God, burbling something against abortion, and
bout the "sanctity of human life," while butchering millions in the Arab World: how all
conceived babies have a right to be born and fed, despite Chinese and Indian and Latin
American disastrous demographic bulge on this still very dear and very pale-blue planet
Earth, the only home we the Hominids shall ever have (some of us already subject to
biological warfare by geriatrics), though I do preach the subject of Earthlings becoming a
"space-faring civilization… I hope!
Finally, I still cannot judge realistically my former wife (who divorced me, after 25 years
of consistent and amicable marriage though she was an American Goth, or even the
current much younger woman in my life, with whom I've been "institutionalized" the last
19 years (and, I don't say it lightly with her tinge of Tatar-Mongolian mindset, though her
cosmetics are blond, proto-Slavic), while selfishness in life by women generally has run
supreme at least in my own life's experience, subordinating the male to the point of termination of the institution unless their/or her very own norms and values are honored to the
"T" (be they Oriental?, if not barbarian!), i.e. perception of reality from the maternal
point of view is the imperial override; almost like the barbaric German race in our midst,
the Mongol atavistic sub-race of man now almost--if not de facto--in charge of planetary
meridians: everything has to be their way, otherwise its open warfare!
Is it not WHY we're perennially at war?!


Copyright©17 April 2008, by Prof. Paul S. Cutter; all rights reserved.
Fig. 7. "The Heavenly Hosts" as an illustration to
Paradise Lost by Gustavé Dore illustrating
Milton's famous volume.
PS. Throughout history writers and artists described and sculpted Eve as "radiant and
beautiful", surely by Salvador Dali , indeed, page 5 of this text is excerpted from my
recent study Profile of Time based on Dali's perception of surrealistic reality (see
above), whose creative genius will resurface over and over again in the history of
civilization!
NOTE: Of course, this essay is kind of a spoof, but why is the creative act of the
Adam’s rib, from which Eve is made from, more plausible than the Maker’s bringing
of Eve along for the ride on his cosmic trek as a concubine or girlfriend, not to be
alone; and she, on the other hand, asking for a replica in his image of her new keepercum lover, and paternal partner in the new scheme of things in the family of man Adam... It has even been suggested to me that the family of man was struck in productive gold accidentally by the couple, Adam and Eve, perhaps not to the liking or
even the intention of the superhuman cosmic god or astronaut... Maybe, the world he
was creating was only the biological world of plants, trees, marine life and animals not
necessarily with man, the all-powerful Hominid, in it to populate the nearby Cosmos,
which I would opt for, i.e. our Hominid mission to populate the planets throughout this galaxy – the Milky Way... Likewise, the
Cosmic Makers may indeed have been impotent with no ability to make children or not as beautiful as Earthly damsels (see the
biblical quote and illustration at the end of this essay, p. 23, fig. 8). Something might have tripped generically in the regeneration of
children, on a new level of cosmetic and physical beauty and strength, hence the Greek adage of healthy body, and creative mind...
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In addenda. . .

Fig. 8. Adam and Eve by Albrecht Dürer (1507) given by Christina of Sweden to King Philip IV in
1654; oil on panel, each panel 209 x 82 cm; Prado National Museum in Madrid, Spain.

Please note the contradictions:
The creation of Adam and Eve is narrated from somewhat different perspectives in
Genesis 1:26-27 and Genesis 2:24. The Genesis 1 narration declares the purpose of God,
antedating the creation of the sexes. It has been called the "non-subordinating" view of
woman. God gave the human pair joint responsibility and "leadership" over his creation.
Then God said, "Let us make man in our image, in our likeness, and let them rule over the fish of
the sea and the birds of the air, over the livestock, over all the earth, and over all the creatures that
move along the ground." So God created man in his own image, in the image of God he created
him; male and female he created them. (Genesis 1: 26-27).
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…And, here comes the contradiction, probably added by later scribes or, indeed, more
likely by the Church Fathers who were tailoring the Holly Book to fit the changing times.
The Genesis 2 narrative has been called the "subordinating view" of woman for two
reasons: (1) man is created first, and (2) woman is created out of man.
...But for Adam (or the man) no suitable helper was found. So the LORD God caused the man to
fall into a deep sleep; and while he was sleeping, he took one of the man's ribs (or "took part of
the man's side") and closed up the place with flesh. Then the LORD God made a woman from the
rib (or "took part of the man's side") he had taken out of the man, and he brought her to the man.
The man said, "This is now bone of my bones and flesh of my flesh; she shall be called 'woman,'
for she was taken out of man." For this reason a man will leave his father and mother and be
united to his wife, and they will become one flesh (Genesis 2:20b-24).
Further we found in Greek mythology, in the creation of "Man by Prometheus," which was
probably copied by such biblical writers as Ezekiel, 600 BC, engineering the Baghdad canals
system for Nebuchadnezzar to stave-off the floods of the Tigris. The Jews were not necessarily
simple slaves brought to Babylon to build the flood control canals in the capital city of Babylonia.
Careful research demonstrates how Ezekiel was in fact the Chief Engineer on the project, who
probably had hired hundreds of his assistants, if not laymen, Jewish farmers, from Judea or
Canaan (Nile Delta) to construct the system, for it's true historically that that same Nebuchadnezzar released the Jews, by their own admission, but whether they were hired labor or not
remains an open question. However, whether Ezekiel, the prophet, was a writer and a biblical
father is beyond reproach. Could he have been a jack of all trades: slave, canal engineer, writer
and prophet...? Who knows? But for sure, he was a prophet and a writer!

The Old Testament presents strong female role models, like the Judge Deborah, Judith
and Queen Esther, who were depicted as saving the Hebrew people from disaster. In the
book of Proverbs, the divine attribute of Holy Wisdom is presented as female.
Deborah was a prophetess who actually ruled Israel (Judges 4:4). When the Israelite men
were too afraid to assume leadership, Deborah shamed Barak, the military commander of
Israel’s army, for failing to assume his God-given leadership. Ultimately, he refused to
advance against the enemy without Deborah’s presence and commanding influence
(Judges 4:8).
This section presents some of the New Testament records of Jesus' interactions with
women. According to New Testament scholar Dr. Frank Stagg and classicist Evelyn
Stagg, the synoptic Gospels of the canonical New Testament contain a relatively high
number of references to women. The Staggs find no recorded instance where Jesus
disgraces, belittles, reproaches, or stereotypes a woman. These writers claim that
examples of the manner of Jesus are instructive for inferring his attitudes toward women
and show repeatedly how he liberated and affirmed women. According to one story, an
unnamed Gentile woman taught Jesus that the ministry of God is not limited to particular
groups and persons, but belongs to all who have faith (Mark 7:24-30; Matthew 15:21-28).
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Fig. 9. Albrecht Durer,
Adam and Eve in the
Garden of Eden, 150;
engraving, 24.8 x 19.2
cm (9 3/4 x 7 1/2 in), as
the temptation episode
was about to condescend
on the biblical couple, as
they committed
the "original sin" –
tasting the forbidden
fruit.

Fig.10. Prometheus Creates Man. The figures on the far left depict the creation of man as described in ancient Greek mythology.
After Zeus assigned the Titan (giant) brothers Prometheus and Epimetheus the task of creating man, Prometheus shaped man from
mud, and the goddess Athena (Minerva to the Romans) breathed life into the clay figure. This plate is one of 1120 in a work by French
scholar Bernard de Montfaucon (1665-1714) in which he reproduces images of ancient monuments that might be useful in the study of
religion, domestic customs, material life, military institutions, and funeral rites of ancient peoples… Not surprisingly in the Old
Testament story of creation copies the scene when man created by Prometheus, the goddess Athena (Minerva), breathes life into the
clay figure.
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Fig.11. Adam, Eve, and the
(female) Serpent (often
identified as Lilith.) at the
entrance to Notre Dame
Cathedral in Paris.

We were just in Paris for the International Women's Day, March 8th, and Helen's 42nd
birthday, March 11th, 2008, and made a thorough review of the famous cathedral—a
house of worship which I had visited, studied and admired for more than half a century
past. Out front I studied the entrance, while my spouse was inside lighting the traditional
Eastern Orthodox Church candles for the living and the dead (the original Christian
Church, from which split other sects including the major schism of the Catholic Church
in 1054 AD). The separation of the two churches, had sent the Vatican into a spin—not to
say 'spin-off), hence this rendition of Eve as a serpent, in an attempt to degrade women in
WesternCiv generally (while the Eastern church – Constantinople – had given them
almost all rights, including a "legal" wife to the priests); in an effort to legitimize
celibacy, including the "immaculate conception" (by both churches), placing the Virgin
beyond the reach of criticism, including the first icon of the Virgin delivered in
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Bethlehem by the Vatican to the Church of Nativity, imagine in 1066 AD, the year of the
Battle of Hastings.
Incredibly, and as confusingly if not contradictorily as it may sound, the woman is
treasured as a "virgin' on the graphic curve of importance, while Magdalene is degraded,
because Christ, as the God, could not touch women, i.e. he had to be celibate!
It's important for Catholicism—and the other Protestant western theology—to realize this
misnomer: a women as a partner in life was legitimized in the Eastern Church (Constantinople), which the democratic and liberal 'West' kept degrading, consistently placing the
lady in our lives in a secondary role, perpetrated by male chauvinism of GermanicWestern origin, as is "racism" today, where we Americans are leading the continental and
Americas racist cavalcade against disparate—and sometimes desperate—minorities!
These fighting words, I know, but by now some of you, my readers, ought to know,
analytically and historically I hardly ever joke, including my futuristic—now already
contemporary—forecasts!
I hate to underscore it in this year of culminating social change, germinating for decades,
plus the political primaries and presidential elections, but let's "call a spade – spade," I
mean the deck of cards in the poker game, according to Hoyle, which most of us
Americans know very well, practiced in our profiled house of inequity, can I say it, even
though I enjoy it, the City of Los Vegas, the entertainment capital of the world, because it
was initially organized for the rich & famous, including the junk flights from all over the
world, while now, the 3 million daily guests from all over the planetary meridians,
include just about anybody who can buy a group tour or, on the domestic front, drive a
car with enough gas to get there…
This is the city, folks, were there are no clocks, and where the sun never sets – it's always
sunlight, American elite style, which ought to tell us a great deal about our way of life,
indeed, about our selfish, barbarian self… Let's smoke this last statement in our pipe, as
the colloquial verbiage will have it--it may be our last one in this form and content, and I
must underscore – constituency.
Anyway, medieval Christian art often depicted the Serpent of Eden as a woman, thus
both emphasizing the Serpent's seductiveness as well as its relationship to Eve, i.e. the
man's female partner in life as seductive and evil, kind of Pandora of Greek mythology,
which let the devil out of the bottle, even though she was told not to, etc.
No doubt, it was invented by the early Church Fathers, including Clement of Alexandria
and Eusebius of Caesarea, in addition to interpreting the Hebrew "Heva" as not only
source of Eva's name, presenting the mother of the Hominid in its aspirated form as a
"female serpent." Obviously, and erroneously it comes from the wrong interpretation of
the Maker, who was celibate (for reasons explained elsewhere in this spurious essay),
hence any god of man had to be ONLY single, to be revered, hence not touched by or
wooed by women. Therefrom, the games played in our lord Jesus Christ typology, who
was married to Magdalene in the Biblical marriage at Cana, where the groom, acting on
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his mother's request for "more wine," turned the pool of water into wine. The recorded
act places seriously places his celibacy into question, if not confirmation of mortality.
In another anomaly, regarding the Holy Family, Mary and David gave birth to a dozen or
so children; and despite that relatively proven fact, our Lord's mother, in time received
the name "Virgin Mary" via the immaculate conception of the Founding Fathers, who
propounded the Christian faith during the times of Constantine the Great, who called to
cession the First Ecumenical Council at Nicea (present day Turkey, near Izmir) in 325
AD. In fact, it's very very clear to all who care to analyze that historical happening, which
is recorded more or less verifiably, except for the fact that it was not a Christian first
enclave per se as it was called in session by the Emperor himself as a Peace Conference
between the various pagan religions, including those sectarian Jews in the empire who
had censured the San Hedrin (Jewish Holly See) for cavorting with and being the puppet
government of Judea set up by the conquering and occupying Romans, among them the
most famous Paul of Tarsus – St. Paul, the Apostle. Paul was a Jew born in Tarsus,
capital of Cilicia, Asia Minor, or modern-day Turkey, under the name Saul, "an Israelite
of the tribe of Benjamin, and a senior Rabi of the Jewish faith; his homefront was first a
Greek territory then Roman after the conquest of ancient Greece, finally by Octavian at
the Battle of Actium 31 BC, though it had been going on for over 250 years; the Melasian
Greek territory (Anatolia) was gradually incorporated into the Roman Empire. The
Greek and Roman worlds each changed significantly because of the interaction that
resulted from current events, mostly caused by Roman de facto acceptance of Greek
experience, classics, and culture.
The difference arose in the genetic content of the 5th column in the Roman pathos, i.e. the infusion
of the barbaric Germanic blood and aggressive behavioral norms in the ranks of the Roman Army,
and eventually in the politics and Roman way of life per se, which the barbarian from Bangladesh
destroyed in 475 AD, in the Fall of Rome, when all the norms and values fell pray to the invading,
wisdomless Barbarian sub-race of man – the Germanic peoples from the Orient, comprising today
the northwestern continental crescent from Spain to Scandinavia, the British Isles, plus U.S.,
Canada, Australia and New Zealand.

… Be that as it my, but to explain the point and anomaly of Mary's virginity, bearing
Christ as her sixth child, because gods could only come from "virgin" women, it probably
derives from the Greek "Vestas", who were virgin—hence, pure—keepers of gods such
as Apollo in the Homeric story of the Battle of Troy. Moreover, I think it's rooted in an
earlier myth, when the Titans, the robust, tall men (3 meters in height) arrived from the
Cosmos and made love only to tested married women, to make sure their time would not
be wasted on virgins, who may or may not conceive (be fertile). In other words, the
Titans do provide an interesting dimension to the painful birth of children, by earthly
women, about the only female creature in the Animal Kingdom experiencing such pain in
childbirth, because of the infant's inordinately large head, which is not compatible with
the pelvic girdle of the Hominid female as let's say the guerilla primate, indeed, whose
babies have a small head comparatively speaking…
Therefore, it's speculated that our Hominid intelligence arrived from the depths of the
vast Cosmos transmitted by the so-called Titans or He-men (astronauts), as perhaps the
prior experiment failed or was not as conducive to learning and the creative technological
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advances as the Maker(s) might have expected of his Earthlings, hence the correction.
[See, The Dragons of Eden: Speculations on the Evolution of Human Intelligence (New
York: Ballantine Books, 1978), 288 pgs.]

Fig. 12. Adam and Eve by Pal Kepenyes, copper freeze, 60 x 80 cm… The expelled couple seem to be enjoying the starry cosmic
sky (where their Maker came from and conclusively departed), perhaps without much worry about further punishment and survival
out in the open spaces. Good riddance, eh!

The Bible is the only literature in the world up to the 20trh century which looks at women
as human beings, no better and no worse than men, according to classicist Edith Hamilton. She writes that the Old Testament writers considered them just as impartially as they
did men, free from prejudice, and even from condescending remarks by the more robust
partner in life. However, it cannot be said that the society and culture of Old Testament
times were consistently favorable to women.
The status of woman in the Old Testament is not uniform. There is a male bias and a
male priority generally present in both the private and public life of women as we review
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the old texts, especially apocrypha. However, it never becomes an absolute norm, as we
shall see below, for the neighbor’s wife or female slave is not to be coveted.
In the Decalogue (Ten Commandments) of Exodus 20, both male priority and gender
balance can be seen. In the tenth commandment, a wife is depicted in the examples of a
neighbor's property not to be coveted: house, wife, male, or female slave, ox or donkey,
or any other property. In this perspective, wife along with other properties belongs to the
husband, the chauvinistic King of the Castle. On the other hand, the fourth commandment
does not make any distinction between honors to be shown to parents: "father and your
mother." This is consistent with the mutual respect demonstrated for both parents
throughout the Old Testament.
Double standard and male priority can also be seen in Moses' orders on what to do with
the captured Midianites: "Kill every male among the little ones, and kill every woman
who has known man intimately. But all the girls who have not known man intimately,
spare for yourselves" (Numbers 31:17-18). The women of Israel were most honored and
influential within the family. They gained considerable respect on the birth of her first
child, especially if it was a male child (Genesis 16:4, 29:31-30:24). Even here, she was
honored because of her function of providing a male heir, not because of her value as a
person. On a positive note, Proverbs 1:8 tells a son not to reject his mother's teaching, and
Proverbs 31:10-31 eulogizes the ideal wife, even though she is idealized for her hard
labor in the service of her family. Of course, the laws of inheritance favored the male. A
male Hebrew slave was freed after six years of servitude, while a different set of lighter
rules were applied to female slaves (Exodus 21:1-11). If a man rapes an unbetrothed
virgin, he must pay her father 50 shekels of silver and then marry her (Deut. 22:28-29).
Judges 19 records a most degrading use of a daughter by her father. "The gruesome story
of his using his concubine to protect himself defies imagination." Infidelity to God is
portrayed as an "adulteress," not an "adulterer."
On the other hand, the gospels of the New Testament, written toward the end of the first
century AD, often mention Jesus speaking to women publicly and openly against the
social norms of the time. From the beginning, Jewish women disciples, including Mary
Magdalene, Joanna, and Susanna, had accompanied Jesus during his ministry, and
supported him out of their private means (Luke 8:1-).
Kenneth E. Bailey spent 40 years as a Presbyterian professor of New Testament in Egypt,
Lebanon, Jerusalem, and Cyprus. He writes about Christianity from a Middle Eastern
cultural view. He finds evidence that Jesus had women disciples in several New Testament passages. He first cites the reported occasion when Jesus’ family appeared and
asked to speak with him. Jesus replied:
"Who is my mother, and who are my brothers?" And stretching out his hand towards his
disciples, he said, "Here are my mother and my brothers! For whoever does the will of
my Father in heaven is my brother, and sister, and mother." (Matthew 12:46-50, emphasis
added by Bailey).
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Bailey argues that according to Middle Eastern customs, Jesus could not properly have
gestured to a crowd of men and said, "Here are my brother, and sister, and mother." He
could only have said that to a crowd of both men and women. Therefore, the disciples
before him were composed of men and women.
Finally, the Bible portrays Rebekah, Rahab, Deborah, Jael, Esther, and Judith and their
contributions to the nation of Israel with faithfulness and extreme candor. These women
are represented in the Old Testament as multidimensional human beings – self-reliant,
resourceful, influential, and courageous – but at the same time capable of resorting to
morally questionable means in order to accomplish their ends.
In other words, the Human Condition is left with the quandary, how to resolve the moral,
social and ethical problem of the ol' adage: the 'end justifies the means'~! Or does it~?
The perennial dichotomy of the ages, eh!
Copyright©20 April 2008, by prof. Paul S. Cutter, all rights reserved.

PS. And, finally this exotic and somewhat diverse but pertinent ft. note for a thinker and analyst of
this subject, so posited: perhaps (un)relatedly-related is the story Mary Magdalene (also called
Miriam of Magdala, whose relationship with Christ, another God, or son of God, smacks of Eve
and the Maker story told above) is among the women depicted in the New Testament who
accompanied Jesus and his twelve apostles, and who also helped to support the men financially
(Luke 8:2–3). According to Mark 15:40, Matthew 27:56, John 19:25, and Luke 23:49, she was
one of the women who remained at Jesus' crucifixion. The New Testament says she saw Jesus
lay in a tomb. Mark 16:9 reports that after his resurrection, Jesus appeared first to Mary
Magdalene. The New Testament also says that Jesus had cast seven demons out of her…
[Probably an intervention by later Church Fathers, who worried about the discovery by the public
at large that if she was not a lover, she probably was the rightful wife of JC, as confirmed by the
wedding at Cana (John 2:1-11)].
For centuries, Mary Magdalene had been incorrectly identified in Western Christianity as an
adulteress and repentant prostitute; although nowhere does the New Testament identify her as
such. Discoveries of new texts and critical insight have now proven that portrait of Mary is entirely
inaccurate. According to Harvard theologian Dr. Karen King, Mary Magdalene was a prominent
disciple and leader of one wing of the early Christian movement that promoted women's leadership. King cites references in the Gospel of John that the risen Jesus gives Mary special teaching
and commissions her as an "apostle to the apostles." She is the first to announce the resurrection
and to play the role of an apostle, although the term is not specifically used for her (though, in
Eastern Christianity she is referred to as "Equal to the Apostles"). Later tradition, however, names
her as "the apostle to the apostles." King writes that the strength of this literary tradition makes it
possible to suggest that historically Mary was a prophetic visionary and leader within one sector
of the early Christian movement after the death of Jesus
On another note, personally I have a problem in accepting the immortal Christ (though even
mortal evidence is scarce, but it's possible that—surely an 'eccentric' for that time and place
might have proselytized a new religion in the Levant, walking on water, a carpenter, fisherman or
beatnik profile in sandals, irrespective of the lacking evidence), while the term "Christ, Cross,
Christianity" do not exist prior to Constantine the Great, first quarter of the 4th century clichéd by
the Roman Emperor residing on the Golden Horn of the Bosporus Isthmus, Dardanelles!
There's a great deal of conjecture that there might have been a royal blood line from David and
Solomon trekking all the way to JC, hence the King's Crown of thorns placed on the victim head
by the marauding Romans during the crucifixion, lineage through the Merovingian Dynasty of
Southern France to Charlemagne, and so on down the line of Western royalty… In my examina-
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tion of such background material I have not been so thorough yet, but there's something to the
story of Holy Blood – Holly Grail, the Templars in Carcassonne, the strange Albignesian Crusade
(1209–1229); a 20-year military campaign initiated by the Roman Catholic Church to eliminate the
heresy of the Cathars of Languedoc, etc.

Fig. 13. Magdalene . . . The Latin phrase fiat lux, from the Latin Vulgate Bible, is typically translated as "let there be

light" when relating to Genesis 1:3 (Hebrew: ")"יְהִי אוֹר. The full phrase is "dixitque Deus fiat lux et facta est lux" ("And
said God, let there be light, and there was light"), from the Greek "και είπεν ο Θεός γενηθήτω φως και εγένετο φως" (or
kai eipen o Theos genēthētō phōs kai egeneto phōs), from the Hebrew "ֹאמֶר אֱלֹהִיםוַיּ, וַיְהִי ;יְהִי אוֹר-( "אוֹרor wayo'mer
'Elohiym yhiy 'owr wayhiy 'owr).Since fiat lux would be more literally translated as "let light be made" (fiat is from
fieri, the passive form of the verb facere, "to make" or "to do"), an alternative Latinization of the original Greek and
Hebrew, lux sit ("light - let it exist" or "let light exist") has been used occasionally, such as in the motto of the
University of Washington. However, my own alma-matter (below) has it right, right out of Genesis.
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Everything is possible if emotions would subside and serious scientific inquiry approach is applied
to historical themes with more vigor and vitality. But such are the times; we have no time to
research such subjects nowadays, and funding is always a problem, etc.] – PSC.

CARCASSONNE

Fig. 13. Carcassonne (Aude) is probably the most famous of all the fortresses in southern France, was more than just a castle. Like
Toulouse, Carcassonne was a fortified city. Unlike Toulouse, Carcassonne still provides an impressive image of what such a vast
fortified complex would look like. The walled Le Cité began as a Roman fort on a hill overlooking the Aude River. Its enduring
strategic position between Bordeaux and Italy, and on the early medieval frontier between France and Spain, led to its continued
development and remarkable size. Louis IX secured Carcassonne in 1240 from a rebellion by vicomte Raymond Trencavel. The
French king moved the inhabitants to a new Ville Basse ['Lower City'] along the left bank of the Aude, and reinforced the main
fortress with a second outer wall. Philippe III further strengthened the structure. Even the 'Black Prince' did not attempt to attack the
formidable fortress in his 1355 campaign during the Hundred Years' War.

More and more I suspect that the Cathars did recover something from the catacombs of the
Dome of the Rock in Jerusalem back in 1129 AD, and brought it to back to Languedoc, perhaps
even to this very castle, where even the rape of Jerusalem by emperor Tiberius, i.e. that treasure
may also have survived here removed from Rome during their various Times of Troubles, and
secreted with the Roman Garrisons such as Carcassonne… Moreover, Pope Innocent III was not
as innocent as the title indicates, in fact, he raped Constantinople, the capital of Byzantium,
Roman Empire-East, to a point of disaster that it could never recover again. Mehmet II, the Ottoman Sultan, finished it off in 1453 AD, thereby delivering an almost mortal blow to Eastern Orthodox Christianity, of course, the Vatican became aggressive with the infusion in its ranks of the 5th
column; the Germanic barbarian quickly stepped into Christian theology, the Grand Assimilator he
had become of everything and anything throughout the now defunct Roman Empire.
When Pope Innocent III's diplomatic attempts to roll back Catharism met with little success, he declared a
crusade against Languedoc, offering the lands of the schismatists to any French noble-man willing to take
up arms. The violence led to France's acquisition of lands with closer cultural and linguistic ties to Catalonia
(see Occitan). An estimated 1,000,000 people died during the crusade. The Albigensian Crusade also had a
role in the creation and institutionalization of both the Dominican Order and the Medieval Inquisition, consequently it remains the leader of Christianity per se, certainly in numbers, though Eastern Orthodoxy, the
original church, might be both more canonical and liberal, if not spiritually vertical! . . . In conclusion, it can
be conjectured more or less safely enough to say that the Cathars ‘perhaps’ had secreted evidence of a
mortal JC, may we academics be forgiven for such awful thoughts, but inquiry requires conjecture and a
contemplative mind. Surely, this essay ought to give food for thought and a laugh or two for the more joyful
believers and indeed non-believers. [Traditionally I’m an Eastern Orthodox Christian, supporting the church,
but I’m sure not a ‘traditional’ believer, nor do I mean to be offensive.]
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Fig. 14. Michelangelo's Pieta, the Holy Mother and her son – our Lord Jesus Christ, and Canova's Magdalene (above), coupled with
God's touching man with his forefinger, thereby breathing life into his lifeless form, from the top of the Sistine chapel, had indeed
turned Florence into the very center of the Universe, which Galileo and his telescope would soon confirm. In the 20th century we
would learn, thanks to Edward Hubble (1925) that nothing less than gods were churning and burning fire in the middle of the
awesome Milky Way galaxy, the show there ONLY to "make man" with the Table of Elements and "give him 'light' to see with" all
these universal wonders… Who would not be a believer in that—or for that matter—this pagan Age of disbelief and truly high-tech
wonders of this vertical world… Who knows, even people like this writer can join the virtuosic cavalcade, agreeing that "god does not
throw dice," just for the 'ell of it, mumbled one Einstein and another Galileo said: "It turns," it's all in the power of the "angular
momentum" of energy and life-giving light and all seeing translucent rays, showered with photons, the light rays from where we come
from – this Hominid, i.e. from the coded nano matrix of the incredible micro-world of macrocosm (see "Destiny," chap. 32 in Tales
From the Open Spaces volume presented in the Website). .. Indeed, Kazimir Malevich's Black on Black had suddenly turned to White
on White at the turn of the incredible and equally terrible 20th century of man on this blue & white planet Earth… However, we had
discovered God and Hi-Tech in-between over the next five centuries – it was worth it, even we the cognoscenti can say it, whipped by
that cloud of prehistoric light of Akhenaten (ibid., chap. 27).

Fig. 15-.18. Michelangelo's prolific discovery of the Maker in the Sistine Chapel five centuries ago…
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Malevich's Black on Black

The motto of the University of California is Let
There Be Light— a reference to the creation event
of the biblical Genesis, and the light of truth that
dispels the darkness of ignorance and falsehood.

Malevich's White on White!

The motto of the University of California is Let There Be Light— a reference to the creation event of biblical Genesis, and the light of
truth that dispels the darkness of ignorance and falsehood.
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Fig. 20. Adam & Eve by Ghiberti, the panel above is a photo taken by my wife, Helen, just this early May 2008, when we visited
Florence for the second time this year… – PSC.

Now then, if Eve was the Maker's lover on Earth, then his creation, Adam, launched to pacify his
lady's desire for permanent companionship... Adam and the Maker were first the best of friends, the
Bible claims, then they had a sudden falling out – over Eve, no doubt, i.e. the son stole the
concubine from his Father. Deductively, we could conclude that's why we're alone in this part of the
Cosmos, and the preoccupation with his return…

Fig. 8. It may not be just my fancy, to claim in the introductory spoof (above) that Eve's Maker was impotent , hence Adam stole his
concubine for his very own companion in life to raise a family, but generally this pale-blue planet of ours (the Earth) might just have
grown very attractive and fertile women for the visiting Titans or these cosmic "watchers (above), sons of heaven" who took
"daughters of men" to beget vertical children for their own racial upmanship, maybe over the Homeland femme fatale up there
somewhere in the vast Cosmos. Perhaps potency was a generic fact gained on this "third rock from the Sun" who knows but for
earthly minerals and metal content or the conducive Biosphere itself, indeed, We earthlings might be biogenically productive in childbearing and unique in this part of the Galaxy.
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PS. Eve & the maker…

bonus for the more astute reader…
Fig. 13. In the Adam &
Eve opus, I omitted this
feature, perhaps an overriding one, how the
Maker (or Adam's God,
who fired life into his
body, so claimed
Michelangelo in the
Sistine Chapel art, while
he made him for Eve not
to leave her alone) after
the fallout with Adam,
over adultery with Eve,
he brought over from the
deep Cosmos (where He
otherwise abided), Lilth,
the dark hair damsel, the
mermaid up in the tree
(of course, the allegory
of the snake, what else);
he had to get back at the
pair for the committed
sin of "live and let live"
and threw them out of
Paradise, par for the
course, but for a very
different reason (see

below), etc.

Fig. 14. Even Lucas Cranach
depicted Adam with Eve and
Lilith, the latter delivering the
apple to the pair, the fruit of
temptation (see fig. 15, below).
GENESIS 3
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Fig. 15. The Garden of Eden by Lucas Cranach der Ältere, Kunsthistorisches Museum (1536), Vienna, Austria.
The co-habitation visualized by the painter even envisions an angel (upper left) chasing a couple, be it Adman and Eve
or, who knows, the visitor from outer space could have been trying to improve our genetic lot by 'jumping' on the lady,
tsk? tsk! Really…it's not as funny as the reader might think, for in Greek mythology the Titans came from space and
made love, only, to married women, i.e. true and tested, women with children…they visitors must have been busy,
hence the selective approach to secure fertility.
Obviously, safety was to be found in numbers, lots of couples co-habiting…of course, they had to be expelled from the
world of aplenty, i.e. "man cannot live by bread alone," in other words he had to toil for it to develop culture and hightechnology: man and the machine, evidently appear in the creation code from the very beginning, who knows –
probably in the far-off Cosmos.

Fig. 16. Giovanni di Paolo's The Creation and the
Expulsion from the Paradise (1445) may not have
been so much the anger of the Maker with Adam over
taking away his lover Eve, as I've suggested in the
essay above, as to chase the population out of
Paradise, where there was everything to be had at a
whim without "sweat and tears" (physical labor),
hence the expulsion from the land of plenty, forced to
go out into the global territorial geography and create
biogenic topography, hence independence, culture and
progress, which could have been the actual purpose of
our creation, i.e. to develop high-tech and populate the
nearby Cosmos, as I have often written about that
shiny future of our Space Faring Society at large.
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Fig. 17. Garden Eden, painted by Hieronymus Bosch, part of ''The Garden of Earthly Delights' (See Fig. 29 below).The exterior
panels show the world during creation, probably on the third day, after the addition of plant life but before the appearance of
humanity.

The quest for pinpointing the exact location of the Biblical Garden of Eden and the four rivers therein mentioned by
name almost rivals the quest for the location of fabled prehistoric city of Atlantis. And the theories that abound are
almost as numerous as the interpretations of the seven days of Genesis. Before tackling this question let's review what
is written in Genesis about the four rivers:
"And a river went out of Eden to water the garden; and from thence it was parted, and became into four heads. The name
of the first is Pison: that is it which compasseth the whole land of Havilah, where there is gold; and the gold of that land is
good: there is bdellium and the onyx stone. And the name of the second river is Gihon: the same is it that compasseth the
whole land of Ethiopia. And the name of the third river is Hiddekel: that is it which goeth toward the east of Assyria. And
the fourth river is Euphrates".

- Genesis 2:10-14
The Bible says that a single river flowed "out" of Eden and then does something that most rivers DO NOT do; specifically; split into four separate "rivers" downstream all fed from a common single water source. Almost all rivers start
from a single source or are fed by multiple sources (tributaries)… Therefore, the illustrated conclusion below (fig. 31)
confirms that the rivers flowed out of a single lake or a large sea source pouring into the Persian Gulf lowlands, body of
water collected in the estuary between the mainland of today's Dubai and the Irani littoral.
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Ancient North American serpent imagery often featured rattlesnakes.
Ancient North American serpent imagery often featured rattlesnakes; the duality of the two
enwrapped snakes is inescapable…the ancients either had a single place of origin or came
from the Cosmos, delivered by a space-farming much more advanced society, with infrequent visits if at all in recent past, though Hominid's myth if not memory recalls such
happening in the very distant past; its worth considering, seriously by academic circles…
Although concrete artifacts are in lacking, increasing analytical and deductive evidence
indicates extraterrestrial presence very early on in the history of civilization… Maybe, as
the Maker in my story of Eve and the Maker might have left Eartg at some point for good,
hence no recent presence of such hierarchical factors, moreover because our solar system
and our planet is not on the main space highway, we may well be long forgotten until a
fortunate ciubcudebtak contact is made… However, I'm convinced there's a reason for our
existence on this pale-blue planet otherwise we would not be populating it!
Fig. 18. Notched plate of stone from Mississippi, with artistic engraving of feathered rattlesnakes.
Credit: Smithsonian Institution, Bureau of American Ethnology
(Bulletin 30), Frederick Webb Hodge, ed. (Washington:
Government Printing Office, 1907), p. 86.
"The Fall of Man"
by Lucas Cranach
(see fig. 15,
above), a 16th
century German
depiction of Eden.
Certainly, Eve was
heavier in the
buttocks than
Lilith, which made
her all the more
attractive for the
earthly mortal
suitor – Adam;
perhaps a visual if
not physical
'tactile' incentive to
increase the sexual
drive to pro-duce
more babies in
order to quickly
populate the environmentally conducive biospheric planetary
conditions with the family of man, the prime directive!
Fig. 19. Lilith (left), I must admit, was a better choice by the
Maker cosmetically and physically, shapely and promiscuous,
despite the obvious revenge directive with a poisonous serpent,
which had a different mission (see blow), tsk? tsk!
Fig. 20. Even the Maya's
worshiped the Serpent all
curled up in its striking
form and content.
Note: Eden is sometimes
considered the Cradle of
Humanity or the Cradle of
Civilization. Everything
we view as reality is a
virtual reality experiment
in time to experience emotion through consciousness and eyesight. Reality is myth, math, and
metaphor. The Garden of Eden is a metaphoric legend linked to creation by the patterns of sacred
geometry. The story is laced with metaphors for the reader to 'believe', to gain confidence, then to
unravel it arriving at the truth behind the illusion. The obvious metaphors are male/female, duality, and polarity of our experience
in a bipolar electro-magnetic experiment characterizing the global meridians at that point of planetary development. As we shall see
below, the Hominid might have been exposed to a civilizing and vertical norm perhaps for 30 millennia in the fertile valley – the
Garden of Eden, located at the time in the fertile impression under the Persian or Arab Gulf, the deep valley in the elbow north of
today’s Dubai. But as the Indian Ocean waters rushed through the Hormuz Strait the salty deluge rushed all the way past Kuwait...
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Fig. 21. As Adam left Paradise on orders by orders of his enraged God, maybe the same one Moses met eons later in the "burning
bush" episode on Mt. Sinai… Man expelled from Paradise had to fend on his own in the outer world… Here, in this artistic expose,
Moses lifts up a brass serpent, curing the Israelites from the venom of snake bites.
Credit: Photo from St Marks Church, Gillingham, Kent, UK

Fig. 22. The ancient Mesopotamian god Marduk and his dragon, from a Babylonian cylinder seal, with
the cuneiform wring… Historically there was a persistent preoccupation with the snakes and dragons,
so there must be a grain of salt in Adam & Eve's serpent and Tree of Knowledge, for the reptile to
survive the ages in the annals of the Hominid, in fact via Asclepius to this very day, eh!
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mythical accounts
Fig. 23. Statue of Asclepius in the Pergamon Museum, Berlin.

The events surrounding the birth of Asclepius represent an instance of the god
Apollo's dreadful luck with human women, which is a point in fact, i.e. visting
Cosmic gods or astronauts had bad luck with Earthly women, i.e. Adam's God,
or the Maker… In another tale, the God of Music falls in love with Coronis (or
Arsinoe) and seduces her, after which point she becomes pregnant with the
future Asclepius. Unfortunately, his beloved was untrue, and happened to fall
in love with a human male:
For she in the madness of her heart had spurned the god, and unknown to her
father took another lover, even though her maiden bed she had already shared
with Apollon of the flowing hair, and bore within her the god’s holy seed. She
waited not to see the marriage feast, nor stayed to hear the sound of swelling
soothing songs upon the evening air. But no! her heart longed for things far off,
things unknown, as many another has longed ere now … Such the all-powerful,
ill-fated madness that held the proud heart of fair-robed Koronis; for with a
stranger, come from Arkadia, she lay in love’s embrace (Pindar, Odes Pythian
3). The famous doctor organized a major resort clinic, including stadiums this
writer visited some four decades ago, the Epidarius famous center, where even
psychiatric treatment had its first start...
Fig. 24. The Sumerian deity, Ningizzida, is accompanied by two gryphons; it
is the oldest known image of two snakes coiling around an axial rod, dating
from before 2000 BC. There's no doubt in my mind, this is in fact the DNA,
the humanoid helix, the symbol of the medical trade which survives in the
annals of contemporary society, the wrapping coil of the snakes around the
medical staff… It's worth following up on this suggestion, surely the younger
readers as a new commonwealth of nations is forged, after this disastrous
financial meltdown and the ongoing subrosa fundamental social revolution
just germinating—all norms and values, the entire way of life on this planet
will change, I trust for the better, after the Barbarian Anglo-Saxon and similar
aggrandizing structures are dashed to the pages of history, never to return
again to harass the Human Condition!
Fig. 25. Expulsion from Paradise
marble bas-relief by Lorenzo Maitani on
the Orvieto Cathedral, near Rome, Italy;
the incredible white marble edifice boasts
the Luca Signorelli illustrations of
Dante's Inferno: Paradise, Purgatory, etc.
On the first personal visit over 40 years
ago, I approached the hilltop with the
cathedral coming in to view; emotion
overwhelmed me to the point of tears and
immobility? I couldn't walk and just
stood there mesmerized thinking aloud,
how "it had to be the most beautiful piece
of architecture ever designed and built by
human kind…" An exotic à la Lilith lady
companion was in tow; she agreed… I
still hold that view—it beats the Taj
Mahal of India.
God the Father forbids Eve to pick the
fruit from the Tree of Knowledge of
Good and Evil, marble bas-relief on the
double-wing metal entry door on the
Orvieto Cathedral, Orvieto, nearby
Rome, Italy.

Lorenzo Maitani, c. 1310 AD
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The most likely location of the garden of eden!

Fig. 26. Eden or the
Biblical Paradise, the
Garden of Eden, various
scholars have concluded,
was definitely located in
pre-biblical times, where
the present state of Dubai,
UAE, stretches along the
coastline and inland (see
below, fig. which may
date back twice the age of
the Babylonian nationstate or 5,000 x 2 =
10,000 years or so many
claim, while I think it
could go back much
further beyond memory of
this Hominid, even 30
millennia ago, which
contemporary archeology
and geology can prove!
Moreover, as ongoing
research in numerous
disciplines is attempting
to demonstrate via astroarcheology ever more proficiently, it could have been the area where a corrective effort was
enacted by some space-faring society or its astronauts attempting to improve our Hominid lot, cohabiting with the local
race of our predecessors. But the process would have taken much longer than the biblical dating of 4-5,000 years therein allowed. Likewise, suddenly, Noah’s Flood – the Deluge – becomes a reality, flooding of the Persian Gulf fertile
valley—whence, Paradise Lost—while the Arch’s landfall on Mt. Ararat might have been a later addition, mythologized... Thereby, Mesopotamia becomes a more viable secondary cradle of civilization where the Hominid affirms his
place under the sun, developing science & technology, arts and letters, indeed, vertical intellectual mobility. . .

Fig. 27. I wrote this note to our granddaughter back in California to name the geographical animal forming the UAE… "See the point
of the animal's horn (note the eyes, the nose, goatee, the tail…); you have got to come up with name, then I'll send it for registration to
the Ministry of Tourism to win a prize; they are old friends of mine, OK)". . . The American war in Baghdad was raging on unabated,
the military task forces were visibly playing the Hormuz Straits, just a skip-and-a-hope away from where we were bathing in the warm
winter waters of the Persian Gulf…
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Fig. 28. Map of Dubai's metro and train system. From left: Dubai Waterfront (Palm Islands): The Palm, Jebel Ali; The Palm,
Jumeirah; The World; The Palm, Deira. However, the completion of the Crescent (left), the Palms and the World Islands and much of
the ongoing development has been interrupted by the ongoing worldwide financial crisis.
Fig. 29. This is a CIA
map of the area, one
of the U.S. government agencies; they
make very good maps
– it can be enlarged…
I don't know what
else they can do so
proficiently, but for
stonewalling, secrecy
and fraud, tsk? tsk!
But they sure make
excellent maps.

Copyright©11 March 2009, by prof. PSCutter, all rights reserved.
Fig. 30. Eve & Adam
Fig. 30. The focus of "Let there be light!" said God and there was
light to dispel the darkness and the final burst of rays came from
the Three of Knowledge and of toil and reproduction, the birthrights of the Hominid, of course, fell on Eva, God's or the Maker's
"first born", who was fertile, giving rise to the family of man on this planet
Earth! … The Egyptian "Ankh" is in fact the symbol for man, the configuration itself, with the head oriel possibly indicating a space helmet for
protective breathing… In other words, the accent is on extraterrestrial influence if not actual presence, of course, created by the all-powerful human
brain. Reality per se is an illusion, created by our brain; in other words, we
shall finally have the ET visitor in fact and in name, trotting on our terra
firma manufactured by our brain, indeed, cavorting with our women as in ancient times, cosmetically very much in our image,
irrespective of mathematical cancellation, i.e. illusion becomes disillusion for neither We or the ET exist in the Time-space
Continuum, indeed, beyond angular momentum in the so-called Field Theory there is no firmness in the firmament, nor solid matter
just the illusion of the Unified Field Theory, which cannot be unified mathematically or proven in practice—the late physicist Albert
Einstein died of old age before he succeeded, while contemporary physicists have given up the Ghost, since it's a ghastly fantasy in the
first place !
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Fig. 31. The Garden of Earthly Delights by Hieronymus Bosch, 1503-1504; oil on wood triptych, 220 cm x 389 cm (87 x 153 inches),
Prado Museum, Madrid, Spain. The large panel depicts one of the busiest panoramas of the Garden of Eden in existence, without a
doubt one of the best pieces of creative evidence why the famous garden deserved an exodus be it by expulsion "to gout out in to the
world and do something productive instead of 'suffering' in the crowded Earthly Delights, tsk? tsk!

Creation in God's Image
Fig. 32. The Marriage of Adam and Eve, engraving by Jean
Duvet, about 1540/1555. This is a print where God (in the form
of a priest, central figure) announces the marriage of Adam and
Eve. Many Angels partake in the wedding. Some Angels are
shown stepping on the Satan the Devil.

Genesis tells the story of Adam and Eve in chapters
1, 2, and 3, with some additional elements in
chapters 4 and 5:
In Genesis 1 God creates humans "male and
female" in His image, and gives them dominion
over the living things He has created, and
commands them to "be fruitful and multiply."
Genesis 2 opens with God fashioning a man from
dust and blowing life into his nostrils. God plants a
garden (the Garden of Eden) and sets the man there,
"to work it and watch over it," permitting him to eat
of all the trees in the garden except the Tree of
Knowledge of Good and Evil, "for on the day you
eat of it you shall surely die." Then God creates the
animals, attempting to find a help-mate for the man;
but none of the animals are satisfactory, and so God
causes the man to sleep, and creates a woman from his rib, which is a later rewrite of the ancient biblical
text for the Paternal override over Matriarchy… The man names her "Woman" (Heb. ishshah), "for this one
was taken from a man" (Heb. ish). "On account of this a man leaves his father and his mother and clings to
his woman." Genesis 2 ends with the note that the man and woman were naked, and were not ashamed, of
course, due to intimacy as dictated by fertility rights…
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Temptation
Genesis 3 introduces the Serpent, "slayer of every beast in the field." The serpent tempts the woman to eat
from the tree of knowledge, telling her that it will not lead to death; she succumbs, and gives the fruit to the
man, who eats also, "and the eyes of the two of them were opened." Aware now of their nakedness, they
make coverings of fig leaves, and hide from the sight of God... God, perceiving that they have broken His
command, sentences them with hard labor and with pain in childbirth, and banishment from His garden,
setting a cherub at the gate to bar their way to the Tree of Life, "lest he put out his hand ... and eat, and live
forever." Obviously, the choice by the earth-bound family was mortality.

The Earthly Family…
Genesis 4 and 5 give the story of Adam and Eve's family after they leave the garden: they have three
children, Cain, Abel and Seth, as well as other sons and daughters, and Adam's lifespan is 930 years. ("The
woman" is given the name Eve in the closing verses of Genesis 3, "because she was the mother of all
living"; Adam gets his name when the initial definite article is dropped, changing "ha-adam", "the man", to
"Adam".)

Man in the Image of God…

The iconic image of the Hand of

God giving life to Adam!

>>>>>"Let us make man..." (Genesis 1:26) - The plural "us" (and "our" in the phrase "in our image") is traditionally
understood to refer to God and the angels, or to be a "plural of majesty" (the "royal we"); personally, I refer the term
Maker… More recent scholarship claims it reflects the common Middle Eastern view of a supreme god (referred to in
Genesis 1 by the generic noun "Elohim", god, which is itself in a plural form, rather than by his personal name of
Yahweh) surrounded by a divine court, the Sons of God (Heb. bene elohim). Christian scholars have traditionally
interpreted the plural "us" as evidence for the doctrine of the Holy Trinity.



"man" (Genesis 1:26-27) - Though the word for "man" is in the singular, when in the text a pronoun is used,
it is rendered by the plural "them", indicating that the word is used generically to cover "man and woman",
and that a rendition of "mankind" or "human beings" is not out of place.



"...in our image" (Genesis 1:26-27) - The phrase image of God has had many interpretations, although
something more than the simply anthropomorphic seems intended. Elsewhere in the ancient Near East kings
were called the "image of god", symbolizing their rule by divine appointment: the phrase may therefore
indicate that mankind is God's regent on earth.



"...a living being" (Genesis 2:7) - God breathes into the man's nostrils and he becomes nefesh hayya. The
earlier translation of this phrase as "living soul" is now recognized as incorrect: "nefesh" signifies something
like the English word "being", in the sense of a corporeal body capable of life, the biogenic creature with
motor skills; while the concept of a "soul" in our sense did not exist in Hebrew thought until around the 2nd
century BC, when the idea of a bodily resurrection gained popularity with the Jewish sects in the Roman
Empire, in opposition to the puppet San Hedrin, the Holy Synod in Jerusalem which had accepted Roman
suzerainty. It's that very fact, the purely Jewish opposition, which de facto created Christianity per se…



"...tree of knowledge of good and evil..." (Genesis 2:9) - The tree imparts knowledge of tov wa-ra, "good and
bad". The traditional translation is "good and evil", but tov wa-ra is a fixed expression denoting "everything,"
rather than a moral concept. "...you shall surely die" (Genesis 2:16-17) - Adam is told that if he eats of the
forbidden tree the consequence will be moth tamuth, indicating not merely death but emphatically so. As
Adam does not in fact die immediately on eating the fruit, some exegetes have argued that it means "you
shall die eventually," so that Adam and Eve would have had immortality in the Garden, but lost it by eating
the forbidden fruit. However, the grammar does not support this reading, nor does the narrative: Adam and
Eve are expelled from the Garden lest they eat of the second tree, the tree of life, and gain immortality?
(Genesis 3:22) However, according to the Book of Jubilees (chapter 4 29-31) "one day" is equivalent to a
thousand years and thus Adam died within that same "day".
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"...a rib..." (Genesis 2:21-24) - Hebrew tsela` can mean side, chamber, rib, or beam. The traditional reading of "rib" has
been questioned recently by feminist theologians who suggest it should instead be rendered as "side," supporting the idea that woman
is man's equal and not his subordinate. Of course, this is in complete contradiction in terms vis a vis numerous evidence to the
contrary, i.e. that the woman was first in the Garden as the Maker's companion; therefore the biblical insertion is perhaps a later,
chauvinistic claim…
Fig. 33. Adam (Hebrew: אָדָם, Āḏām, "dust; man; mankind";
Arabic: مدﺁ, Ādam) and Eve (Hebrew:  ַחוָּה, Ḥawwā, "living one";
Arabic: ءاوح, Ḥawwā ) are the first man and woman created by
God in the Hebrew creation story told in Genesis 1-2… Without
any real doubt, this is the most important even in the history of
WesternCiv, i.e. the passage of the breath of life to Adam from
the Maker depicted on the ceiling of the Sistine Chapel c. 1500
AD. At this point the Western race of man discovered god, be it
culturally though the aspect was much more religious than most
scholars realized at the time, for the event freed the motor skills
or dexterity of hands to peruse the "creative act" of man, developing science & technology on civilization level of vertical
human progress.
The Great Flood of Noah’s fame was perhaps only the flooding of the fertile valley now forming the Persian or Arab Gulf.

Fig. 34. . According to various experts in recent years the area claimed to be the Garden of Eden was flooded 30,000
years ago when swelling waters ushered in from the Indian Ocean, during a movement of tectonic plates, perhaps
an earthquake creating a huge fjord in the otherwise deep fertile valley between the present day UAE and the
corresponding Iranian littoral, where the biblical Paradise was located (note the term "Persian Gulf" on the
map--it was situated in that elbow of rivulets...). The historic biblical Deluge survived by Noah and his
famous Ark was a result of that calamity—it's just that dating of such events has been a problem for
past geology and archeology, i.e. the history of the Hominid as a semi-civilized social animal
is much older than we have surmised, therefore such disciplines are now correcting their
past mistakes!
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Fig. 35. The author by Burj Al Arab "sail" hotel, taller than the Eiffel Tower, the world's most luxurious and tallest all-suite hotel,
soaring 321 meters in the desert sky with its sail like shape. The sail façade, made of woven glass fiber screen, is dazzling white by the
day and serves as a canvas for spectacular light shows at night. The hotel offers luxury and highly professionalized services for every
VIP guest; all guests are background screened before securing a booking in order to prevent terrorism! January 7, 2007, Dubai UAE.
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of concubines & Christian faith
imported from Egypt during the time of Ramses II (ruled during the 19th Dynasty,
1279-1212 BC), whose heir apparent (Amun-herKhepeshef) was slayed by this
brother – Moses, when the Red Sea parted to "pass his people through".
.
Let my people go! The turncoat Prince said to his pharaonic father, Ramses II.
<<<THIS Cross was directly transferred to Christianity but no earlier officially until the
Roman Emperor-East, Constantine the Great, named it so in a battle at Melville Bridge
near Yorkshire, England – 312 AD. Returning triumphantly via Milano to Rome, the
Jewish sect in that city noticed the Cross on the military flags of the half-Serb, halfRoman origin prolific leader and decided to drop the fish symbol, unfurling the Church
banner with the Ankh… In addition as important was the "belief in one god," brought
over to Israel by Moses – c. 1300 BC, the famous Judaic prophet, who met his god in
person in the "burning bush" on Mt. Sinai, who burnished in stone tablets of the Ten
Commandments for his "chosen people" of Israel who was in fact an Egyptian royal
prince. Moses was kidnapped by his slave Jewish nanny at the age of 16 and taken to Judea… With him went as decisive religious
dowry, the Akhenaten and Nefertiti monotheism, the dissenting pharaonic royal couple, the belief in a single god of the sun, Aten,
which had flourished briefly in El Amarna… Of course, typically of the Diaspora Jews, it was claimed as their invention, particularly
in the annals of WesternCiv, as the Jewish dissenters all over the Roman Empire formalized Christianity, first in the time of
Constantine the Great and finally with Emperor Theodosius in 391 AD, when it become the official state religion throughout the
troubled empire which fell apart by 475 AD, destroyed by the Germanic 5th column in its ranks, of course, in addition to other ills of
decline befalling the long-lived Greco-Roman empire-builders. It was time to be gone, to vanish from the Mediterranean Orbis
for reasons of mismanagement and abuse of power, etc.
<<<<<<>>>>>>>>>Adam & Eve, note the burst of rays from the Tree
of Knowledge washing over the first born, fathered by the Maker,
be it for concubine calling-cum motherhood, thanks to Adam's
ability to win her over from the Maker, who was impotent
according to this writer's contention.
The focus of "Let there be light!" said God and there was light to
dispel the darkness and the final burst of rays came from the Three
of Knowledge and of toil and reproduction, the birthrights of the
Hominid, of course, fell on Eva, God's or the Maker's "first born", who
was fertile, giving rise to the family of man on this planet Earth! … Of
course, the Egyptian "Ankh" is the symbol and basis for the Christian Cross.
The Egyptian Ankh Cross represents life (immortality) and death, male and female, balance, and zest, joy of life and energy. Indeed,
ankh was the Egyptian hieroglyphic character that represented "eternal life", a trilateral sign for the consonants -n-ḫ. Egyptian gods
are often portrayed carrying it by its loop, or bearing one in each hand, arms crossed over their chest. It is also known as the key of
life, the key of the Nile, or as crux ansata, Latin for "cross with a handle"… It has also been suggested by astroarcheology that it
could represent an extraterrestrial with the loop indicating a space helmet. Of course, it became the very basis for the Christian cross,
bequeathing with it Monotheism, the belief in one god by the pharaonic pair – Akhenaten and Nefertiti, whose religious belief in a
single god was practiced for a brief period at El Amarna, their capital in central Egypt, before the ancient god Amun followers of the
underworld pagan faith abrogated the effort, killing the famous Queen in the process, c. 1200 BC. Recent posthumous evidence by
British scholars found her mummy confirming with DNA that the pharaoness was murdered by knife stuck in her side (the rib cage).

Moses in Freud's historical psychoanalysis. . .
Moses with the Tablets, by Rembrandt, 1659.
There is an interesting psychoanalytical interpretation of Moses's life, put forward by Sigmund
Freud in his last book, Moses and Monotheism (1937). Freud postulated that Moses was an
Egyptian nobleman who adhered to the monotheism of Akhenaten. Following a theory proposed by
a contemporary biblical critic, Freud, a committed atheist, believed that Moses was murdered in the
wilderness, producing a collective sense of patricidal guilt that has been at the heart of Judaism ever
since. "Judaism had been a religion of the father, Christianity became a religion of the son", he
wrote. The possible Egyptian origin of Moses and of his message has received significant scholarly
attention. Opponents of this view observe that the religion of the Torah seems different to Atenism
in everything except the central feature of devotion to a single god although this has been countered
by a variety of arguments, e.g. pointing out the similarities between the Hymn to Aten and Psalm
104. Freud's interpretation of the historical Moses is not a prominent theory among historians, and is
considered pseudo-history by most. However, recent scholarship in Britain has proved the fact
Moses was Ramses II son, hence a Prince of Egypt! And, indeed, very likely killed his brother Amun-her Khepeshef, the heir
apparent, in the marshes during the parting and crossing of the Red Sea; the pharaoh-to be did not accept his father's decision to "let
the Jews go," and in pursuit of the Exodus party perished in his effort, hit over the head with a metal instrument, so the recent DNA
tests concluded in UK. Copyright©10-14 March 2009 by prof. PSCutter, all rights reserved.
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